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CONSERVATION REPORTS
THE 3rd ANNUAL CAVERNS of SONORA
RESTORATION PROJECT
4~1/e«t
~4~
The delicate nature of Cavt:ms of Sonora made the first
two restoration efforts experiments in project feasibility and
technique. This third project was yet another experiment.
The work area was so delicate that the owners limited the
trip to cavers who had
previously done delicate
restoration in Sonora. To be
sure the project was manageable, they also limited the
number of participants to 15.
The experiment was successful. In the future, similar
delicate work will be more
open and will involve more
cavers, with this trip's team
ready to teach new folks the
methods in fine cave
restoration.

rock (blasted rock fragments) that littered some areas was
removed. Cement splatter and weld spatter from trail and
rail construction was slowly picked off the walls with dental
picks and soft-bristle brushes. Tourists' litter was also
removed. Chewing gum was
the most common item; a
baby bottle, rings, coins, and
flash bulbs were some of the
other recovered treasures.
Stalagmites that tourists had
used as foot-rests near the
trail were polished to their
original luster. The oldest
material removed was four
carbide dumps in the Crystal
Palace left by cavers about
35 years ago. While some
had turned rock hard, others
were still soft. When the
interiors of these were dug
open and exposed to
moisture, they released a
familiar stench that nearly 4
decades of time could not
subdue.

Everyone arrived for the
weekend project on Friday
night, November 12th, 1993
and received a Caverns of
Sonora Restoration '93 Tshirt (selecting their choice
of several colors) with the
cave's new logo. Those who
At noon we broke for a
arrived early enough enjoyed
deli-style lunch provided by
a hot came guisada supper.
the Caverns staff, and an
The next morning we were
hour later we were back in
treated to a light breakfast,
the cave.
As the teams
then entered the cave with
wrapped up their work areas,
our restoration weapons.
they began working together
This year's work area
to finish other areas. When
extended from 30 meters
•
~
quitting time arrived at 4:30
northeast of the Butterfly \Dan Hogenauer cleans an old carbide dump In Crystal Palacefl p.m., the cave sparkled. In
near Red Top, to Crystal Palace located about 100 m to the
a couple of areas cement and weld will take a lot more time
southwest. We divided into four groups of 3-4 cavers, each
to remove, and some rubble piles still need to be hauled out.
assigned to clean a particular stretch of passage along the
but the fine work was completed. By 5 p.m. all gear,
trail.
cavers, and trash were out of the cave.
Some of the clean-up was to help the owners fix problems that arose when the cave was first developed. Shot
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In what is becoming a tradition at the Sonora restoration
projects, Wayne Sawyer and his championship cooks Brent
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Gagneaux, Gerry Ingham, and Dale Tankersly produced yet
another incredibly tasty outdoor-cooked meal: all-you-can-eat
flounder, rainbow trout, yellow perch, lamb, goat, antelope,
brisket, wild hog, delicious side-dishes, and legendary peach
cobbler. When everyone was happily bloated, owner Seco
Mayfield surprised everyone with some fun little prizes for
things like "most unusual item found" and "most miles
driven to come to the project." Then we waddled to the
visitor center for an evening of slides from the previous
year's restoration, off-trail areas in Sonora, and some caving
expeditions in Central America. In the morning several
people had to rush down to Brackettville for the NSS
Convention planning meeting, the rest took a 3.5 hour long
stroll along the cave's trails.
This year's restoration was the best yet and a sign of
better projects to come. Next year's project will be a return
to rock-hauling so LOTS of help will be needed. Details
will be announced beginning in the August 1994 TSA
Activities Newsletter. I hope to see you next November.
1993 Restoration Crew:
Cavers: Barbe Barker, Melissa & Michael Cicherski,
Pat Copeland, David, David Carl & Joann DeLuna, Johnny
Hazelton, Dan Hogenauer, Kim Maloy, David McClung,
Libby Overholt, Karen & George Veni, Roy Wessell, and
Vickie Williams.
Sonora staff: Sherrie Chevalier, Juventino Grenada,
Angela and Seco Mayfield, and Bill Sawyer.
from the

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Austin, Texas
On December 1, 1993, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) published in the Federal Register a 90-day
fmding on a petition to add nine cave invertebrates in Bexar
County, Texas to the List of Endangered and Threatened
Wildlife. The FWS found that substantial information was
presented indicating that listing the nine invertebrates may be
warranted. The petition was submitted jointly by the Helotes
Creek Association (Patricia K. Cunningham, President), the
Balcones Canyonlands Conservation Coalition (Anne Leslie
Fenstermaker, Spokesperson), Texas Speleological
Association (Carl Ponebshek, Chairman), Alamo Group of
the Sierra Club (Fred Wills, Secretary), and Texas Cave
Management Association (John M. Walsh, Director) and was
received by FWS on January 16, 1992.
The species covered by this petition include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Cicurina madla
Cicurina baronia
Cicurina venii
Cicurini Vespera
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Neoleptoneta microps
Texella cokendolpheri
Rahidne ex ilia
Rhadine infernalis (Barr and Lawrence)
Batrisodes venyivi

since the bats feed on insects close to the fields where the
chemicals were sprayed.

Species 1-5 are spiders, species 6 is a harvestman, and
species 7-9 are beetles. All are blind, obligate cave-dwelling
species and appear limited in distribution to caves and karst
features in north and northwest Bexar County. The species
and their habitats may be threatened by a number of factors
including destruction and/or deterioration of habitat by
commercial, residential, and road construction; filling of
caves, loss of permeable cover; potential contamination from
such things as septic effluent, sewer leaks, run-off,
pesticides; predation by competition with non-native fire ants
(Solenopsis invicta); and vandalism.
The FWS is continuing to review the status of these
species before making a determination (12-month finding) on
whether listing is warranted and requests any information
available on the range, life history, and threats to these
species. If you have questions or wish to discuss the
information contained in the notice, you may contact Ruth
Stanford at (512) 482-5436.
[Ed: Conversation with Bill Elliott (5/7 /94) revealed that to
the best of Bill's knowledge there has been no final
decision.]

news from

CARLSBAD CAVERNS NATIONAL
PARK
Long after DDT was banned by the State of New
Mexico in 1970, and by the federal government in 1972,
research was showing that this pesticide was continuing to
have adverse effects on one of the Carlsbad area' s best
natural insect controls - the bat colony at Carlsbad Caverns
National Park.
Both legal use prior to 1972 and suspected illegal use
for perhaps as much as ten years after that are believed to be
major factors in the bat colony's decline.
The bat colony at Carlsbad Cavern was reported to
have numbered in the millions up to the early 1940's. It
then went into a steep decline through the 1950's and
1960's, reaching a low of about 150,000 bats at the start of
the 1970's. Research showed that DDT and other pesticides
were major factors in the decline, which is not surprising
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After the DDT ban in 1972, research showed the
pesticide residues in Carlsbad Caverns bats also declined for
a time. The new tests for bat samples collected in 1987 and
1988 showed a sharp increase, back to the levels of 1973.
It was then that the researchers and park officials suspected
either possible illegal use of the banned DDT, or an
unknown source of contamination in the area. These
suspicions were bolstered by the fact that increasing pesticide
levels were not being found at other bat caves in the
southwest where similar research was being done. A 1983
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service study along with the Pecos
and Rio Grande river drainages also confirmed that
southeastern New Mexico was a hot spot for DDT
contamination, although the source remained a mystery.
DDT absorbed by the bats is stored in their body fat,
and researchers say that when the bats mobilize the stored
fat for migration flights, the DDT becomes lethal. DDT
used in Mexico where the bats migrate for the winter is also
reported to have declined after the 1972 ban in the U.S.
DDT also affected peragrine falcons and other bird
species in the Guadalupe Mountains by causing thinning of
egg shells which prevented their young from surviving.
Most of the research on bats and DDT at Carlsbad
Caverns National Park was done by Dr. Kenneth Geluso of
the Biology Department at the University of Nebraska in
Omaha.
The breakdown elements of DDT, DDE and DDD, are
believed to remain in the soil for several years after the
pesticide is used , accounting for some delay between use and
signs of wildlife recovery. Estimates during 1993 placed the
size of the colony at about one million bats.

NPS SEMINARS
Seminars on natural resources in Carlsbad Caverns and
Guadalupe Mountains National Parts will soon be offered to
the public.
Beginning this summer and organized by the non-profit
Carlsbad Caverns-Guadalupe Mountains Association
(CCGMA), the new program is called "Chihuahuan Desert
Seminars". The program is for people who want to learn
more about the natural resources of the two national parks
both above and below ground. CCGMA is lining up
instructors who are experts in their field and who can help
participants have an enjoyable as well as an educational
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experience. Some of the instructors have published books in
their area of expertise, and have either lived, worked, or
done research in the region for many years.
Anyone interested in seminars, or who would like to be
placed on a mailing list to receive a free catalog on the
seminars to be mailed out in late April, can call 50517852318, or write to: Seminar Coordinator, CCGMA, P.O. Box
1417, Carlsbad, NM 88220.

a better TSA. Please think about these goals, you individual
grottos, TSA'ers, TSS'ers, TCR'ers, TCMA'ers, and
GDI's. Think about it and then speak with (or write) me
and/or Gil Ediger with your input:
1) Guide book of job descriptions and duties for
officers and committees of TSA.
2) A "best" method of selecting TSA Officers:
a. Nominations made at Labor Day Project meeting.
b. "Meet the Candidate" and discussions at Caver's
Reunion in October.
c. Mail out ballots to members by November 1st.

TSAREPORTS

d. Ballots returned by December 1st. and counted by the
elections committee.
e. Officers installed at Winter Meeting and Chairpersons
of various committees announced.
3) Establish an Executive Committee to act on and conduct
the business and manage the affairs of the TSA. The
Executive Committee to be comprised of elected TSA
Officers and two members elected from each grotto.
4) Establish Chairpersons for the following committees:
Publications, TSS, TCRC, Finance, TPW Liasion &
Projects, AMCS, TCMA, and Conservation.

Several cavers have been meeting who are concerned for
TSA and who hope to find a solution to the apathy and
disintegration of the organization. We have discussed this
topic with many grotto members (from diverse locations in
the state), with major committee representatives, and with
a few Old Timers. Without exception, everyone we talked
with was interested in restoring and/or restructuring our
organization to better meet the needs of all Texas Cavers.
Current officers have no wish to prescribe or dictate
those areas which need help nor do we plan to initiate
"fixes" without input from you, the caving community in
Texas, and more specifically, the active body of the TSA.
As current Chairman of TSA, I am actively soliciting
your views, ideas, comments, and recommendations
regarding improvements in service and communication to the
Texas Caving Community, either within or outside the
purveyance of the TSA.

Following are a few of the ideas which have been pitched
about by those already involved in a "thinking" process for
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5) Establish a Committee to compile a data base of all
known cavers and cave owners in Texas. Indicate which
cavers are active cavers, TSA members, NSS members,
grotto affiliation (or independents), and members of TCRC.
6) Discuss whether we should become a defacto organization
of the NSS or maintain our present status.
7) Should each grotto have a representative on the
publications committee to forward information on activities,
meetings and trips or to submit the names of new cavers and
grotto members who should receive the TSA Newsletter?
8) How should we organize a finance committee to raise
funds to support the Texas Caver and Newsletter?
9) A definition of our organization with a stated purpose and
IDlSSlOn.

10) Find an historian who will actively pursue an historians'
mission.
11) Grottos submit their input as benefits their clubs.

The TEXAS CAVER
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It's time to be thinking about what is best for Texas
caves and for Texas' cavers.
Yours for caving,

Carl Ponebsbek
Chairman, TSA
412 Garraty
San Antiono, TX 78209

l~e
l~~A~ ~~~l~OlOGI~Al A~~O~IAliO~
Some Background, Historv,
and Observations

4~&~
April, 1994
Every year there is a new crop of cavers in Texas and
every year many of the old cavers go away. Because of that
there is much history and tradition that the newcomers never
learn about. True, a lot of the history of Texas caving* can
be read in pages of The TEXAS CAVER and the TSS
publications, but a far greater proportion of that history lies
in oral tradition and fading memories. Entwined within it all
is a very real but otherwise nebulous organization named the
Texas Speleological Association. Its place, both real and
imagined, within the Texas caving scene (which peripherally
includes caving in the US and Mexico and elsewhere) is the
subject of this article.
In order that newcomers and others may gain some
insight into the TSA's past and, perhaps, its future, the
technical aspects of that organization will be emphasized,
while in order to save space and research the actual details
of times, names, dates, and places may be glossed. There
are several long paragraphs, short portions of which may be
tiring or redundant. Since there is not only a history to be
told but a point to be made I will stick in a personal opinion
from time to time. For all of this I beg your indulgence and
thank you for your attention. Let us begin.
• References used for this article include "Ye Olde History" by Carl
Kunath, various issues of the Texas Caver and NSS News, NSS Bulletin No.
10, personal records, and private conversations.
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Before 1940 there was little in the way of organized
caving in the United States. There were actually quite a few
people who explored caves. But it was, by default, a
localized phenomenon limited to those people who lived in
areas where there were caves. Except in a few cases, the
only people who left home to visit caves were tourists, and
they visited commercial caves--like Mammoth or Carlsbad.
Those few exceptions were spelunkers--the few adventurous
souls who struck out to explore wild caves, in their
neighbor's back pasture, in the next county, or several states
away. Sharing a common interest, they banded together in
small groups common to social outcasts throughout historythey formed clubs. A few of these clubs' members got to
know each other and in 1940 the National Speleological
Society was formed in Washington, DC. The stated
purposes of the NSS are "to promote interest in and to
advance in any and all ways the study and science of
speleology; the protection of caves and their natural
contents; to promote fellowship among those interested
therein". The motto, official or unofficial, is "Take Nothing
but Photographs, Leave Nothing but Footprints." The third
line about "Kill Nothing but Time" is not now and never bas
been a part of the NSS motto. It was borrowed by
unknowing individuals some years ago when the Sierra Club
or some such organization took up the NSS motto as their
own and added the third and redundant line, the meaning of
which is otherwise inherent in the first two lines. But I
digress.
In 1948 the NSS published the fairly extensive (136
page) Bulletin 10: The Caves of Texas, indicating that
caving had been going on in Texas for some time. An
interesting quotation from that Bulletin was, "Unfortunately
(none) of our Texas members were able to secure for publication the several maps of Texas caves made by the
Army". Another, "His 16 years of exploration ... of Texas
caves", refers to A.T. Jackson, who must have started caving in the very early '30s. Included is an incomplete caveby-cave listing of over 20 Texas counties, and other
interesting stuff. The most important information derived
from that Bulletin was not set in type, however, but was the
realization of bow little was known from this vast area of
great potential, called Texas. From this political area the
TSA was destined to be formed.
At some point the NSS, whose local clubs are called
"Grottos", devised a nationwide scheme of larger arbitrary
subdivisions called Regions.
Boundaries, names, and
guidelines for Regions were and still are somewhat nebulousthe VAR, for instance, is the Virginia Region and includes
only that State, while the MAR is the Mid-Appalachian
Region and includes West Virginia and Pennsylvania. NROthe Northeastern Region includes New York and all of New
England, I think. The Southeastern Regional Association,
SERA, includes a goodly portion of the southern States.
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New Mexico is the Southwest Region; and Texas, technically the Texas Region, now calls itself the Texas
Speleological Association. It is the early history of that
Region to which we now move.
Several educators at UT, A&M, and in San Antonio
during the '40s & '50s were spelunkers and interested their
students in cave exploration. By the early ' 50s several
student clubs had been formed around
the state. Most of the student cavers
were pursuing degrees in science-geology or biology.
University students came from all
over Texas and were few in number.
There were only a few popular caving
areas in the state, the most notable being
Mayfield (or Secret) Cave, now Caverns
of Sonora. Because of that, commingling of the various clubs, and even some
of their members, was inevitable. From
this commingling the Texas Region, and
who knows how many new Texas
cavers, were born.
In the Fall of 1955 members of the
UT Grotto of the NSS, by far the largest
Gil
and most active club in the State, began
publishing a multi-page mimeographed newsletter about the
2 Austin clubs' activities. But due to the aforementioned
commingling the newsletter soon contained as much information about other clubs as about the UT and Balcones
Grottos. The TEXAS CAVER really pulled the cavers of
Texas together and in 1956 the Texas Region was officially
organized. With little fanfare and only the addition of grotto
reporters to the staff, the fortuitously named TEXAS
CAVER took over the job of recording and reporting the
activities of the Texas Region. The TEXAS CAVER and
the TSA depended upon each other for their very existence.
But it is important to note that The TEXAS CAVER was not
an official organ of the Region, but a privately produced
publication which contained Region news as well as information of interest to non-affiliated cavers throughout the
state. The earliest issue stated, "The Caver will serve as a
medium for the distribution of caving information ... " They
were in the communication business.
During all these formative years, a great deal of Texas
cave information had been produced and was beginning to
pile up at various locations. To consolidate this data the
Texas Cave Survey was organized. The TCS was, again, an
independent organization. It supported the TSA, and the
TSA members supported the TCS, but each, as well as The
TEXAS CAVER, was separately organized. This situation
was not an accident.

8

During the last 2 years of the decade a cause-and-effect
situation appeared which became a recurring pattern for the
TSA until the present day. The cause was the faltering of
The TEXAS CAVER. Due to various reasons such as
student editors graduating, burning out, or developing other
interests, the CAVER produced only 3 issues in 1958 and
only 2 in both '59 and '60. The effect was that the TSA
petered out! It didn't go away, but its activities and effectiveness were minimal.
Watch
closely, we'll see it happen again and
again. Without an active publication to
hold the Region together, it falls apart-every time. Communication among the
members is the key action in the TSA.
The various Regions were originally
internal political organizations which
received some support from the NSS. In
the late '50s the NSS was reorganized
and in 1960 the Texas Region changed
its official name to the Texas
Speleological Association. Despite this
more descriptive name and show of independence, the TSA was and still is,
technically, the Texas Region of the
NSS, but occupying a geographical
rather than a political niche. That last
Ediger
concept and the next one might be good
things to keep in mind. It is significant that at that time the
new constitution provided that: "All persons living in the
state who are interested in Speleology and in supporting the
policies and goals of the NSS are considered members of the
TSA". This, whether they wanted to be or not! And,
again, that was no accident.
Along with the reorganization of the TSA, editorship of
the still independent TEXAS CAVER was taken over by
Abilene cavers and put back on a monthly basis. The TSA
again began to prosper and many projects were held under
its auspices and the annual TSA Conventions drew well over
a hundred cavers, more than we get in some years today
with four times as many cavers in the State. Many new and
exciting caves were found in those years. The Texas Cave
Survey had faltered along with the CAVER and TSA, so it
was reorganized as the Texas Speleological Survey and
began an active publishing regimen. The TSS gathered,
masticated, and regurgitated data produced by Texas cavers-members of the TSA. But it was beholding to no one. It
generated its own revenue and produced the goods,
independently, for the TSA members and in support of TSA
purposes. Each served the other to their mutual benefit.
In the early '60s a new element was added in the form
of the AMCS. The Association for Mexican Cave Studies
was based in Austin and consisted mostly of Texas cavers.

The TEXAS CAVER
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It took a while, but by the second half of the decade this

organization was to have an unintentionally devastating effect
on caving in Texas. What it did was multifaceted. The aura
and the specter and the magnitude of Mexican caves robbed
Texas of many of her most brilliant, energetic cavers.
Caving clubs actually proliferated during that period and the
number of active cavers was at an all time high. Grotto
training programs became more vertically oriented while
training and exploration trips in Texas were deferred so that
more time could be spent in Mexico, basically during
extended holidays. The age of the expeditions had begun.
Texas caving was largely relegated to the independent, less
organized cavers, and damn few of them were teaching
significant numbers of new cavers about Texas caves.
On the surface the TSA seemed quite healthy.
Attendance and participation was up markedly at the annual
Convention and at the various projects. The TSS was
producing hand over fist. The TEXAS CAVER which had
roared back to life in the early '60s, moved to Dallas/Fort
Worth for a year or two, and then back into the capable
hands of the Abilene crew, and constant, dedicated activity
in TSA events reflected the value of the CAVER. It was a
publication in its element--until the last three years of the decade. For various reasons the publication schedule began to
slip, and then stopped altogether. Coincidentally the TSA,
beset by the Mexican peril, began a decline as well, as did
the TSS, though its store of information held it up a few
more years. The lack of training began to take its toll.

The need for a reliable TEXAS CAVER was recognized
and it was rejuvenated and maintained for most of the next
decade by various members of the Carta Valley S.U.C.K.S.
The AMCS was in its virtual heyday and drew large
numbers of potential contributors away from the TC and the
TSA. The CAVER maintained its viability not so much
because of active Texas caving, but because the group was
capable of generating or coercing a lot of publication material. Some of the most interesting, well rounded issues of
The TEXAS CAVER came out during that period. The
various editors were more widely travelled than previous
ones and brought the larger caving picture to the publication.
While presenting articles mostly about Texas caves, Newsand-Notes type columns offered information about national
and international cavers and events. There were a couple of
dry spells in the publication schedule, for one of which I can
take credit. With each of these there was a noticeable slump
in TSA activities and interest. The CAVER was still
privately funded, though it carried the TSA logo, printed the
minutes of TSA meetings, announced Conventions, projects,
etc. Its purpose was to support and communicate with TSA
members, who, whether dues paying or not, were, in fact,
the cavers of Texas. That it never made money and that it
relied heavily on the personal resources of its editors and
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staff, were subjects seldom discussed outside those few privy
to that information. It was, however, getting harder to find
somebody willing to do the taxing job of editing 12 issues
per year--60 to 100 hours of production each month.
The TSA persisted, however, by shear brute force,
despite the heavy draw made on its human resources. And
change was in the offing. Since the reorganization in the
early 60s, at least, the TSA was run by a Board of
Governors (the BOG). That board consisted of at most two
voting members from each club or grotto and two voting
members representing the independent cavers of the state.
The TSA was an organization of cavers, not dues payers.
The arrangement was very loose. Usually the voting
delegates were determined on the spot from those present.
Some cavers were members of several clubs and would
choose at their own whim to represent a club which might
not have other members there. True, some clubs actually
elected representatives and dispatched them to the meetings
with voting instructions about specific matters, but most did
not. The independents present would caucus and put up 2
cavers to ostensibly represent them. No letters of authorization were required; no proxies were asked for. So
insignificant was most of the TSA business, as is still the
case, that any real formality would have been little more
than an exercise in formality. And except for a few times
when someone had a personal axe to grind did anyone even
care if any sort of order was maintained. One particular
flareup in the late 70s over some now-forgotten important
matter resulted in several heated public disagreements, minor
factualism, personal anxiety, and a re-writing of the TSA
constitution. The status of Independent Caver (i.e. , not
affiliated with a club) sort of fell by the wayside as that
group lost its already minimal representation on the BOG.
At one time the TSA sponsored a TSA Project over
Labor Day weekend. This project was usually to a cave
such as Powell's, a group of caves such as Pumpkin, Deep,
and Blowhole, or to an area, such as Kimball County.
Cavers would gather and survey assigned areas in order to
complete maps or add to the data of the cave or area. This
information was usually collected by the TSA cavers for the
TSS-a neat deal! The TSS published the stuff for the
benefit of the TSA-still a neat deal! By the mid-70s the
Projects had become infrequent and the TSA was less effective as a result of it. The Texas Oldtimers' Reunion was
conceived to fill that gap. The Reunion was organized
independently to support the TSA (i.e., the cavers of Texas)
by bringing cavers together so they ~ght meet face to face,
get to know each other, discuss caving and conservation, buy
and sell publications and equipment, and, in essence, further
the stated purposes of the TSA. The TSA, of course,
supplied the cavers for the Reunion-again a nice deal! A
few years ago the name was changed to the Texas
Cavers 'Reunion.
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By the mid-80s The TEXAS CAVER had reached such
a state of fiscal flux that it had to be rescued by the TSA.
It was officially made the "official publication" of the TSA
and that organization began financing it. Later, publication
frequency was dropped to 6 per year. An amendment to the
constitution provided, in essence, that TSA membership and
a TEXAS CAVER subscription were what you got for your
dues. Everybody got a number and everybody could vote.
Clubs and independents were a thing of the past. What the
TSA had really become, however, was not representative of
its stated purpose, "to promote interest in and to advance in
any and all ways the study and science of speleology; the
protection of caves and their natural contents; to promote
fellowship among those interested therein; and to promote
and coordinate speleological activities in the State of Texas."
What it had become, in fact, was a subscription organization
for The TEXAS CAVER, and pitifully little more. That our
status as "official" cavers, members of the TSA. should
depend on whether we subscribe to an infrequently published. often interesting. but marginally useful magazine
throws a great deal of poopoo on the whole concept "to
promote interest in ... • etc, etc. The TEXAS CAVER serves
a very real purpose, or did in the past; and it could again.
But it is not, and should not be, the focus of the TSA. The
maintenance of The TEXAS CAVER should not cause the
TSA to lose sight of or fail to work toward its stated
purposes, purposes which end with the words "to promote
fellowship among those interested therein; and to promote
and coordinate speleological activities in the State of Texas".
To do that the TSA must communicate stuff to "those
interested therein", and the means of doing that
communicating just isn't working.
It will be noted that as The TEXAS CAVER continues
to be untimely, TSA membership fails to show much life.
The two are related. There are many cavers in Texas who
do not subscribe to The CAVER. As manager of the
database, I can conservatively estimate that there are
between 1500 and 2000 people in this state who are
nominally active cavers. There is a number equal that who
no longer cave, but maintain an interest in caves or a
peripheral relationship with cavers. And there is an even
greater number who were once considered cavers but who
no longer have any practical interest in the sport. Of the
original number I mentioned, about a third are the core
cavers, those who initiate caving trips, cause others to go
caving, and do a bit of training. About half, or more, are
friends or family of the core cavers. These are good cavers,
but probably wouldn't go caving unless prompted to do so
by the core cavers or the club or a TSA project or some
such activity. The rest are the truly independent cavers.
These are the guys we don't even know about. They may
go caving alone or in groups. They may have been caving
for years, or just started last weekend. They may even have
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close associations with organized cavers, but just don't give
a damn about the politics, the projects, and the other BS that
goes along with organized caving. They just want to go
caving. There is also a small faction within this last third
that are the local cavers. They are just friends, high school
kids and older guys, that like to cave, usually in their own
county, but are only slightly aware that other cavers or
caving organizations even exist. Or they don't care. Or are
too busy to find out. When the Texas Region was organized
in the 50s these guys counted. They probably outnumbered
the organized cavers. They did then and still do represent
the group of • All persons living in the state who were interested in Speleology and in supporting the policies and goals
of the NSS [that] were considered members of the TSA".
That they aren't still considered members of the TSA is a
sad oversight. The purposes of the TSA definitely include
them. The By-Laws keep them out. These are the very
people we should be trying to reach. Many of these would
subscribe to The TEXAS CAVER if they only knew it existed. Many of these cavers would love to know about the
TSA. Current TSA membership (i.e., TEXAS CAVER subscribers) is about 225. That number is not sufficient to
financially sustain the TSA or the two publications. Five
hundred would be a much better number to shoot for and
would more accurately represent the number of active cavers
in Texas. Lack of concern for all Texas cavers is a current
shortcoming of the TSA and a cause, not a symptom, of its
current condition and effectiveness.
At a recent meeting of the TSA there were three officers
and about six spectators present. Some, according to the
By-Laws, were not even TSA members; they did not subscribe! That's a pretty poor showing. Though mantled in
the guise of "officer duties and job descriptions", the real
meat of the meeting, which informally took several hours,
was "what really is the purpose of the TSA and who is a
member". On both points the constitution is fairly clear.
Unfortunately it is at cross purposes with itself. It cannot
"promote interest in and ... advance ... the study and science .. ;
the protection of caves ... and ... promote fellowship ... ", etc.,
and at the same time limit membership to those who subscribe to The TEXAS CAVER. That will not accomplish
our purposes. We must be open to "All persons living in
the state who were interested in Speleology and in supporting the policies and goals of the NSS .... " If there are
those who doubt that statement, I would invite them to come
up with a better purpose so that we might vote on it. It was
the very idea that all cavers living in Texas are de facto TSA
members, and some other considerations, that prompted me
to propose, over 2 years ago, the creation of the monthly
TSA Newsletter now being ably published. It will take
some time to be accepted, to develop, and to have its full
impact, but it is already doing its job. However, it has met
with some complaints, mainly involving its cost to the TSA.
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The original concept was that it be, primarily, a single
sheet monthly newsletter mailed 1st Class to all cavers in
Texas. This was not an accident, either. The usefulness of
The TEXAS CAVER, published 6 times a year, as a means
to communicate meeting dates, projects, conventions,
conservation alerts, and other timely information became
moot. Publication delays further eroded its effectiveness.
The TSA Newsletter, as I said, was designed to fill the need
of communicating such information to the cavers of Texas.
How else can any timely information be conveyed to cavers
than with a timely publication? All it needs to contain is
dates, names, and places, and to be published far enough in
advance of the events to allow people to make plans. If we
look back through the history of the TSA, we will see that,
from the very beginning, communication with cavers was the
most useful service it provided toward accomplishing its
stated purposes. Good god, folks, that is, in fact, exactly
what the TSA is all about--getting cavers together for the
common good. Its purposes are literally "to promote" the
various things stated. That "promotion" includes conventions and projects and conservation messages, but all of that
is of no use if nobody knows about it. The TSA Newsletter
is designed solely to let cavers, all cavers, know what is
happening in Texas so that they can get together to further
the purposes of the TSA. As I see it, one feeds the other.
The TSA can't be effective without a timely newsletter and
the Newsletter can't be effective without the TSA. And the
TSA should be everyone in Texas interested in anything
related to caves and caving, whether they pay dues or even
know that the TSA exists! There are older, retired cavers
who have ideas, memories, and material to contribute--to
The TEXAS CAVER, the TSS, and even around a campfire.
They need to be reached. There are new cavers who need
the wisdom and experience they can best get by participating
in TSA activities with other Texas cavers. They need to be
reached. There are established cavers moving to Texas from
all over the country who can and would like to contribute to
caving in Texas. They need to be reached. There are the
non-affiliated cavers who could contribute greatly. They
need to be reached. And there are the active, full time
cavers who make up the bulk of the TSA, whether they
subscribe to the TC or not. They need to be reached. And
the very best way to reach all these people is through a
monthly publication mailed to each and every one of them.
And in order to do that a mailing list of all those cavers
must be maintained. The publication should be called The
TSA Newsletter and the mailing list should be called the
TSA Membership List, both for very obvious reasons.
The sad state to which TSA thinking has sunk was shown by
several people stating selfishly, and others agreeing, that "I
don't want to pay good money for other cavers to get the
TSA Newsletter free". Basically, the point is well taken,
but is sorely out of touch with the purposes of the TSA,
either stated or intended. These people seem to think that
TSA membership is a TEXAS CAVER subscription and
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little more. At present it may be! I would like to see that
attitude change, and change in a big way. That any caver
should think that the TSA exists solely for them rather than
for all the cavers of Texas in general, and for the stated purposes specifically, is about as far from the reason the TSA
was created as one can get. In reality, the TSA was created
to benefit each of us, but it benefits each of us by benefiting
all of us. By increasing statewide our caver pool, our labor
pool, our brain pool, our experience pool, our resources,
our number of caves, our knowledge of caves, and all that
sort of stuff, we improve significantly our own individual
caving experiences. Selfishness is to be highly commended
so long as everybody is better off as a result of it, i.e.,
caving is better for me if I do all I can to see that more
cavers are around, that they are better educated, and that
they are encouraged to practice quality caving. That creates
more caves to explore, it creates a better, cleaner caving
environment, and it keeps landowners, agencies, and other
cavers happy. You benefit personally by helping everybody
else to benefit. The TSA was created to benefit caving and
the cavers of Texas--individually, and collectively. The
TSA is not about you alone--it is about Texas caves, Texas
cavers, caving projects, conventions, the TSS, the Cavers'
Reunion, and publications such as The TEXAS CAVER and
the TSA Newsletter. It is a whole group of things which,
when combined and properly used, make caving in Texas
better. And better Texas caving is, hopefully, what you are
interested in and it is, certainly, what the TSA is all about.

The TSA Newsletter should be mailed to 600 to 800
addresses--active or potentially active cavers only. At
current postage rates that is about $200/month or
$2400/year, an amount, apart from production cost, which
the TSA obviously cannot afford. It is now mailed to
significantly fewer than 600, making it less effective and less
costly. If each person getting the Newsletter would supply
$5, the postage, at least, would be covered. Mailing Bulk
Rate would further reduce that cost but could delay delivery
some. The main idea of the TSA Newsletter is, of course,
to reach all Texas cavers, to interest and involve them in
organized activities, and to get them to subscribe to The
TEXAS CAVER--basically the stated purposes of the TSA!
Those selfish people want to limit the Newsletter to paid
TSA members--TEXAS CAVER subscribers. That negates
the whole purpose of the Newsletter and the TSA. The TSA
Newsletter should be the publication behind which the TSA
puts the most energy and effort. If this is accomplished
effectively, The TEXAS CAVER will soon be found to
carry itself both financially and in submissions. The TSA
will have 200 or 300 cavers at its convention. The TSS
cave data will grow and its subscribers increase, allowing it
to publish more. The Texas Cavers' Reunion will draw
cavers together for extreme good fellowship, training,
talking, and other conjunctions. All the purposes of the
TSA will "advance in any and all ways".
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TSS REPORTS
KINNEY COUNTY

The
TEXAS SPELEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Report
The 1994 NSS Converntion Guidebook
TSS Co-Editor

INTRODUCTION
The Texas Speleological Survey is kicking off a new
series of reports to be published in 77u Texas Caver. We
hope that TSA members will enjoy reading these cave descriptions from our files, and it will help us convey information on little known caves. We invite you to utilize and
contribute to the extensive (but still spotty) TSS files in
Austin, based at the University of Texas, Balcones Research
Center, in James Reddell's office.
Over the past six months George Veni and I have been
writing and editing the guidebook for this year's NSS
Convention in Brackettville, Texas. This will be a landmark
book called The Caves and Karsts of Texas, and we're
giving you a preview of it in this report. This 364-page book
will contain detailed descriptions (but not locations) on 156
prominent or interesting Texas caves, plus information on at
lea.o;;t 27 other caves and 17 shelters. Six Mexican caves are
also desc ribed for post-convention trips. The book will
contain about 120 cave maps and about 110 photographs.
This type of book would not have been possible without the
TSS fil es and computer databases.

Alamo Village Cave
Drive Time: :30 from Brackettville
Topographic Map: Pinto Mountain 7 .5'
Length: 76 m (250ft.)
Depth: 20m (66 ft.)
Authors: James R. Reddell, Ronald G. Fieseler, and
William R. Elliott
Description: Alamo Village Cave is a small complex of
pits ending in pools.
The cave is entered by two holes, the largest of which is
0.9 by 1.5 m. Both drop 2.7 minto a passage 1.2 m high
and I. 8 m wide. Some flood water enters the cave. The
passage extends 10m before dropping 8 m down two small
holes. This drops into a room about 3 m long, 2.4 m wide,
and 4 m high. Two passages extend from this room. The
one to the right doubles back underneath the upper level,
extending for about 15 m as a 2.5-m-high, .6-m-wide
passage. After about 6 m, a narrow passage extends to the
left but ends after a few meters.
About 15 m from the junction a cross-joint occurs and a
pit drops 11 m to a pool of water from which no passages
extend. The passage continues for about 8 m beyond the
drop before ending in a low crawl. Just before the end is a
6-m-high fissure.
The other passage from the junction room is entered by
a 3-m drop. This passage extends about 5 m to a junction.
The left-hand passage slopes down into a 6-m-high passage
which, after about 10 m, reaches a pool of water and ends.
Beyond this side passage the main passage continues for
about 20 m as a narrowing fissure-type passage, eventually
sloping up to an end.
The cave is formed in the Salmon Peak Formation. One
of the joint-controlled passages parallels the east-northeast
trends of nearby normal faults of the Balcones Fault Zone.

After the NSS Convention, we hope to increase participation in the TSS by working with cavers to publish reports
in this series. A later report will outline some of the things
we're doing.

The cave is named after the nearby movie set, built for
the John Wayne movie, The Alamo.

The following caves are near Brackettville and will be
open during the Convention. The cave descriptions and maps
came out of the Guidebook.

Drive Time: :30
Topographic Map: Brackettville NE 7 .5'
Length: 914 m (3,000 ft.)
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Depth: 34 m (110 ft.)
Authors: William R. Elliott and James R. Reddell

equipment above this entrance was used for the removal of
guano.

Special Instructions: Avoid bat roosts in the cave.
Night trips may be better. Biologists should be on the
lookout for the old man bat, Monnoops megallophylla,
which is rare in Texas.

Beyond this entrance the passage narrows to about 3 m
and drops to 2.4 to 3 m in height, and after another 75 m it
narrows to 1.2 min diameter. After 8 m a 5-m-high dome
is encountered and a right-angle tum to the right leads
through a 1-m-diameter
tube for about 5 m into a
large room about 60 m
long, 12 m wide, and 8 to
12 m high. Along the walls
there are great mounds of
silt and guano and a small
dry stream bed runs along
the floor. Midway in the
room the stream channel
drops 1.5 m and near the
room's end turns abruptly
to the left and runs into a
hole in the wall too small
to follow. At the end of
the room a steep slope
leads up to a 90° tum to
the left, into a passage
about 3 m wide and 1. 2 m
high.

Description: Webb Cave
is over 900 m long with
walking passage, some
tight squeezes, and
crawls. Bad air occurs in
the last half. It has been
known since the late
1800s and has been mined
sporadically for guano.
There are four entrances
to the cave, all of which

are pits 15 to 20 m deep.
The main entrance is a
large,
vertically-walled
sinkhole about 22 m in
diameter and 15m deep. In
the fall of 1960 the walls
and floor of this sink were
beautifully covered with
morning glory vines. A
much smaller, climbable
hole opens off to one side
of the main sink and leads
into it after a few meters.
Opposite this hole a large
passage, about 12 m wide
and 6 m high, leads for
about 75 m before ending.
A passage to the east of
the main entrance leads, after about 8 m, to a junction room
formed by the meeting of two sets of parallel passages, most
of which end within 50 m. The main cave continues via the
second passage to the right, which runs under an 18 mentrance shaft. Beyond this entrance the passage continues as
a tunnel up to 5 m high for about 20m, turns abruptly to the
left, and then intersects a large passage. To the left this
spacious passage extends for about 20 m. At this point the
passage lowers to 1.2 m high. This low passage extends for
about 50 m to a small bat room 3 m high.

At times the air in this
passage has been too poor
to allow a carbide light to
bum but at other times it
was fairly good. About 10
m from the tum a chimney
leads upward to a room.
About 15 m long, 10 m
high, and 6 m wide, the
room is situated directly
co-editors of the NSS Guidbook: ·
above the main cave
passage. The floor of this room slopes steeply toward the
chimney, beyond which the passage lowers to about 60 em
in height. About 18 m past the chimney there is a 3-m-drop
into a small room. A passage from 1 to 1.5 m high leads
from this room for about 180 m to the terminal room of the
cave. The floor of this room slopes steeply toward the
center, where a 3.7 m pit leads to water. The room contains
mud and guano and the entire passage leading to this room
shows the effects of violent flooding. Just before the
terminal room a fissure extends a short distance to the right.

To the left the main passage extends as a passage 15 m
wide and 6 m high, floored with small breakdown and
gravel. A small wet-weather stream channel runs along the
middle of this passage. After about 50 m is another entrance
shaft on the left side of the passage. A boom and other

The cave is inhabited by Myotis velifer incautus bats and
cave swallows. A colony of Mormoops megallophylla, the
old man bat, was seen in 1956 and 1957, and in February,
1994. Diamond-back rattlesnakes, Crotalus atrox frequent
the cave -- up to seven have been found at the bottom of the

Bill Ell ion and George Veni,
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entrance. Four troglobites have been found in the cave: the
terrestrial isopod Brackenridgia cavernarum the millipede
Cambala speobia, the thysanuran (silverfish) Texoreddellia
texensis, and the pale orange harvestman Hoplobunus
rruulllU!. Numerous guanophiles have been found in the bat
chambers.
Bibliography:
Smith, A R., and J. R. Reddell. 1965. The caves of
Kinney County .
Texas
Speleol. Surv., 2(7):34 pp.

passage from the north entrance leads to an extensive maze
of 1 to 2.5-m-high passages. At the junctions are rooms 3-5
m in diameter and 3 m high, which have formed from the
collapse of the floors into pits connecting to the lower levels
of the cave. Some of these form large pits S-6 m across
and up to 10m deep, while others contain breakdown. Some
pits have holes leading through the breakdown and into the
lower levels or else into now-blocked rooms.
The existing description of
the cave is difficult to follow
and points out the need to
completely explore and
resurvey the cave. Breakdown
crawls, tight squeezes, a
seven-way intersection, and
evidence of large rises in
water level indicate a very
extensive cave. One passage
,· is up to 12 m wide and
'.' .;
housed a colony of cave
myotis bats, Myotis velifer
incautus, with heavy guano
deposits.

VAL VERDE
COUNTY
Four-Mile Cave (Sally
Cave)

_:· .. ·

...,.

Special Hazards: A void the
cave during floods.
Topographic Map: Del Rio
NW7.5'
Length: 1,555 m (5,100 ft.)
Depth: 23 m (75 ft.)
Author: William R. Elliott
and James R. Reddell

. --·~ -: -

The cave is biologically
rich. Near the entrances look
for the tiny cliff frog,
Syrrhophus marnocld, in all
- - - - - crevices. There probably are
- - - =--====-====::
..: ::--::-·-- ------·
--__:-~ two species of cave crickets Description: Four-Mile Cave
---~
- ---=
--- --- · ---- -'-- --=-=--:::.~ the floor-dwelling cave
is a complex, two-level maze
cricket,
Ceuthophilus
with
cave-adapted
cunicularis,
is
small, shiny,
salamanders that are
___.:..:.:.
·
··
and
reddish.
A
paler, larger,
difficult to find. The cave is
_________
cricket
species
with longer
only partially explored and
-~ - appendages usually would
mapped.
An accurate
occur on the ceiling but has
resurvey of the cave is
not
been reported from here.
needed.
Several pits to lower levels
northwest of the north
The two entrances to the
entrance lead to permanent
cave are both climbable. The
·.
·
:
..
: ~ water
and Eurycea
southernmost is a collapse
salamanders.
The pools also
sink about 3 m in diameter
Drawing
By
Nola
Montgomery
.
Pen
and
ink
sketeh
depicting
contain
the
troglobitic
and 4 m deep; the other is a
a Pit Burial 7,000 yeara ago by Archaic period indians
cirolanid
isopod
Cirolanides
1-m-wide, 1. 8-m-long, 4-mat Seminole Sink, Seminole Canyon State Historical Park.
texensis.
The troglobitic
deep crack.
A small,
trichoniscid isopod Brackenridgia cavernarum may be found
intermittent stream drains into the cave, which takes
on guano or organic detritus along with the blind millipede
considerable water in times of flood. The entrances are most
Cambala speobia.
directly connected by a fairly straight
walking passage about 20 m long, and indirectly by crawls
and walking passage that form a triangle with the entrances.
Bibliography:
Some unexplored crawls and breakdown-choked passages are
Reddell, J. R. 1963. The Caves of Val Verde
not shown on the map. The cave contains few formations
County. Texas Speleol. Surv. , 53 pp.
and these are dry and heavily vandalized. The main, east

.
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Brackettville, Fort Clark, Spofford, and Kinney County, Texas
Apr il 16,1994 (Ex ce rpt s from Tho Brocko lt Nows, Ed . )

SPELUNKERS ALREADY MAKING BIG
BIG CONTRIBUTIONS AT FORT CLARK

Ro n Ralp h, erchaoologist ond re sea rch spec ialist with tho
Te xas Parks end Wildlife Depa rtment at Weco, brought the
program (Kenny Count y Ch ambe r Of Comme rce , Ed . ). He
is co· chairman for tho 1994 Nation a l Sp oloo logicol Society
onnual co nvention schedu led for Kenny County Juno 20·
25 . Ho showed o video thot ha s boon u se d to promote
attendance at the convention and oach person prosont was
simply ewod at tho beauty and skillful perfection of tho
tape end how sublimely Kinney C ounty was portrayed .
Mr . Relph gave many p oin t s of interest end answered
many questions concerning wh a t "wo" con oxpoct fr om tho
conve ntio n . Tho NSS Co nvention h as boon in Te xas t wice
before · 1964 and 1973 · both times in Now Braunfels.
Tho sit e solr~ctio n committee drove complotoly around tho
state twice before choosing Fort Clark ond Brockettvill o for
tho 1994 Convention.
Ho soid one of tho m ajo r point s in selecting Kenny
County, in add itio n to tho beauty ond the natural coves
nearby, was tho worm, fr iendline s s of tho pooplo ... the
eager Brackettville stoff end officials, end Fort Clork
Springs management os woll as Happy Shahan at Alamo
Village .
He summarized tho evorogo "Cover" os b ei ng 48 years of
ego w ith en average annuol income of $56,000. Th ey ere
doctors,
firemen.
lowyors,
geologists,
writers,
photog raphers , bu s iness men and women, scienti s ts,
housuwivos, military, ond roti roos .. . thoy c omo fr om ell
wol ks o f lifo . They w ill everogo o ltve doy stoy in K1n noy
Cou nty end will s pond o conse rvativ e os timoto of $100 per
dey. Expec ted ettondonco is 1200 ond prob ab ly 25% of
thr~ money they spond will go fo r groceries, 25% for
housing , 25% fo r items suc h os ga s oline and other travel
expenses, end tho lo s t 25% fo r m isco ll oneou s items.
Cavors are strong conservationi s ts. Thoy lea ve things in
a bettor co nditi o n thon it wa s whon th e y como. For
example , they hove already boon ot Fort Clork numerous
times renovating the C ommissa ry Building ond tho old Te on
Cantor. They are fom ily o rient ed and m any will bring their
fam1hos wtlh thorn .
Attondoes ere expected fr om
thr oug hout tho Un1tod States, Conodo, Mox1co, Eur ope,
Ch1no and Ru ss10
They wtll be oxploung many coves w1thm o 75 mtlo rad1us
o f Bracko~tVJIIo end w1ll also be mopp1ng coves They go
on n o one s property w1thout pormL SS IOn

Nov . 19 , 199J .. Fo r thn pn at 50 yoor a bi rd s, but s , rots end
coo n• hnve occ upied thtJ se co nd fl oo r o f the Commiss ory
Bu ildmg o n Fo rt Clotk . If the mod o o d e p os it whon thoy
m ovad In , thoy IUfft d o n ' t do oorvo o ro fund bo c ou s e thoy
lelt n big mo u l
The lint fl oo r hoa b nun m nde u s ab le, in fo c t , The
Tr oo ptu• Reunio n hu1 be a n he odqu onor ed th oro tho po s t
lour yenra . but the s e c o nd fl o o r ho s ju s t so t id le, nogloc tod ,
lind dttlrHI Offt tl ng ,
No w the Comm• utuy is g otling o no w lo os e o n lifo . Tho
Not io nnl Spehwl ogic ol S oc •o ty c hoos u Kinne y County os tho
• •te o f it. June 20· 24 , 199 4 , co n von t 10 n . Botw oo n 1 20 0
nnd 1400 pn o pl a fr om thr oughou t t he Un1 ted St a t es ond
1ome fo reign cou ntr ie s, C hino fo r in s ta nc e , oro expe c ted to
ntl e nd . Fn 1cin tJ1 ud by lh o s tru c ture 1t so lf, ond d e s pe ra te ly
ntutdtng mottling s pH Cfl , tho · s pel u nke rs · volun tee red to put
the Commi1U111ty 1n u rw b lo a rd or .
Thur1doy thru S u ndoy. Nove m b e r 11 · 14 , 1993 , o h ol f
d o um •moll tent • w tt rtt p1t c h od ut t ho n otlh side o f tho
b u1ld.ng ond e • cook s ho c k· W fl8 or oc tod o n tho so uth
po rc h of tho bUIIdmg os ub out t w enty Spelunk e rs fr om
nc ro u Toxos go th erod to boo in th o Hl s k of putting th o
build1ng u a oblr~ co nd1t io n ... ot thoir oxp on s o .
Clr~on i ng out tho ucc urnulot ed w os to wo s o mojo r tos k , in
fn c t, mn ok1 hod to bo w o rn. Wnll s woro sc ropod ond
c lennr~d . fl oo r plunking w us rwnd od, b o ord s re pla c ed os
noodod , a t nits wttrtt c ho c ked, und wir ing wu s ovuluuted und
ro plnc od whore no c oss nry .
Amo ng tho nomo s ond fucos wo c on e xp ec t to b e com e
WHY fnm ilitH With in thtt nex t t ow m o nth s oro Pub lic ity
Chnlr mnn M1 c hu ol And ot so n o f Fo rt Wo rth , J oy J o rden o f
Dnlln1 nnd Ro n Rul p h o f Wo co . tho co· c h oitmon , Now
Brnun foha ' M1ko Wol s h ... , thoy oro d oi ng m a nu a l w o rk right
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TCMA REPORTS
Caving and cleanup at
MARIGOLD CAVE PRESERVE
4-fkulfJ~
Marigold Cave Preserve in Cedar Park, a suburb of
Austin, was the site last month of a Texas Cave Management
Association project. Over the past year, the TMCA -- a
conservancy of the National Speleological Society -- has
acquired a second property in the Austin, Texas area -- Lost
Oasis Cave -- and has redoubled efforts at other sites it owns
and manages.
Despite an arson-caused blaze that damaged part of the
Whirlpool Cave Preserve and a management shakeup,
TCMA has been making progress. A number of Central
Texas members participated in the Whirlpool summer
cleanup after the fire. Another work project was scheduled
Dec . 4-5 at the Marigold Preserve, one of five sites
managed by TCMA.

Warton -designed gate with a small mammal entrance nearby.
A short ladder leads to the bottom of the small sink, where
multiple passages lead off-- one going deeper to the site of
a perennially flowing stream. Warton said the cave is
hydro geologically unique in this part of Central Texas in that
respect. Warton is an independent environmental contractor
in Austin.
The Marigold sink was dug out by hand after its existence as
a surface depression was discovered. In the excavation, a
number of large rocks had been removed. But many of these
still were close to the cave entrance and needed to be taken
further away. This consumed some time up until a lunch
break, which was taken back at the metal table.
We also succeeded in breaking up a large chunk of concrete
that had been poured around a small cedar tree near the cave
entrance when the surrounding houses in the subdivision
were being constructed. The tree was also saved!

I drove down to Austin Saturday to meet Mike Warton, the
TCMA's executive director, and Carolyn Biegert, the
secretary. Mike had assembled an awesome collection of
equipment -- picks, shovels, wheelbarrow, generator and
other tools -- for the project. He uses most of it in his cave
inventorying business around the Austin area. Also on site
was a recently acquired table, made of heavy metal, that can
serve as a work station or a place for cavers to stow gear.
Soon after we began work , Lee Jay Graves -- another
TCMA director -- showed up with a landscaper to review
tree planting needs. We did a walk-through of the property,
with the landscaper discussing the merits of cedar oaks and
other trees. A preliminary estimate of the number of trees
required along the compound fence and what it likely would
cost was received. Lee Jay said he would keep in contact
with the landscaper and action could be taken when the time
got nearer to tree planting time in the spring.
As temperatures warmed up during the day , blue jeans and
long-sleeved shirts gave way to shorts and T-shirts for some.
Most of the subsequent work at the property involved
removing old asphalt and concrete dumps on the property,
using picks and shovels. We also removed rocks from
around the cave entrance and cleared weeds around the
perimeter of the large compound.
The cave, at the bottom of a shallow sink, features a
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Following the afternoon of work, Mike offered the
opportunity to descend one of the cave's twin pits. So as the
sun was setting, Carolyn and I donned our caving gear and
climbed down the ladder, then squeezed through into
Marigold's historic section. Walking passage in Cedar Park:
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who'd have thought it existed!
After traversing through a medium-size room and ducking
under some formations, we descended to the area where the
pits were located. In the interest of time, Carolyn and I
chose the friendlier of the two drops - the second, called the
Blue Moon, requires a caver to lie on his/her back and clip
into the rope, then squeeze over the edge - and got ready to
rappel.
This drop was roomy -- big enough for two people to rappel
side by side. At the bottom, its mud and rock floor sloped
downward to a pool and a constriction that we understood
led back toward the stream, which was not accessible from
this end.

non-profit organization with their time and donations.
TCMA currently either owns or manages seven caves in
Texas. Your financial help and your technical expertise is
needed and appreciated for the ongoing preservation of the
cave resources under the management of the TCMA.
Currently, your associate membership will not only help
a cave, it will net you the TCMA quarterly Newsletter. The
TCMA Activities Newsletter will always contain valuable
articles and "goings-on" which will never be published in the
Texas Caver. Associate memberships are only $10.00 per
year. One hundred dollars paid in four equal installments (if
you prefer) will bless a cave and get you a LIFETIME
membership. Send your membership requests to Jack Ralph
who's address is listed below.

Photos were taken before Carolyn began ascending first. We
agreed that it was a fine pit and hoped to be able to return - with wetsuits -- to visit the new section of the cave.
As executive director, Warton and Carl Ponebshek, board
chairman, head up the nonprofit, 501(c)3 corporation, which
also publishes a newsletter, The TCMA Activities
Newsletter.

NEW OFFICERS
Mike Warton, Executive Director
3508 Valley Pike
Cedar Park, Texas 78613
Carolyn Biegert, Secretary
8804 Tallwood Dr., No.48
Austin, Texas 78759

The TCMA's address is:
Jack Ralph, Treasurer
1965 Pahmeyer
New Braunfels, Texas 78130

Texas Cave Management Association
P.O. Box 202853
Austin, TX 78720-2853
(512) 250-8143

DIRECTORS
Carl Ponebshek, Chainnan
412 Garraty
San Antonio, Texas 78209
Bob "Rune" Burnett
4707 Valley Oak Drive
Austin, Texas 78731

Officers

Lee Jay Gravea
613 Terrell Hill Drive
Austin, Texas 78704
Jay Jorden
1518 Devon Circle
Dallas, Texas 75217-1205
Ron Ralph
1106 Hooka Drive, Apt. 15
Waco, Texas 76705

Results of the election for new directors and officers
were revealed at a TCMA Meeting in Brackettville on April
24, 1994 by Michael Anderson, the election officer,
appointed by the board of directors on January 15, 1994.
Texas Cavers are invited to participate in this worthy
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Bill Russell
4806 Red River
Austin, Texas 76705
Noble Stidham
P. 0 . Box 1094
Lubbock, Texaa 79408
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UNDERGROUND REVIEW
pages softbound. $9.50 {Available from same
source as above.}

6th International Symposium on
Vulcanospeleology, Edited by G. Thomas Rea. National
Speleological Society, Huntsville, Alabama,·
1992. 286 pages softbound. $40. {Order from NSS, Cave
Avenue, Huntsville, Alabama 35810. Add $2.50 for
shipping.}

Vercors Caves, by Des Marshall, Cordee, Leicester,
Great Britain; 1993. 100 pages softbound. £7.95. Classic
French Caving, Volume 1. {Availablefrom Speleobooksfor
$14 plus $3 for shipping.}
This is a guidebook to some of the caves in an area in
southeastern France, near Grenoble, that contains such
famous caves as the Gouffre Berger, the first cave in the
world explored to a depth of over one thousand meters.
Twenty major caves are described, with cave and location
maps and access and rigging details. It is similar in format
to the Speleo Sportive series of books in French, and in fact
the maps in Vercors Caves are copies from Spe/eo Sportive
dan le Vercors. If you can puzzle you way through cave
descriptions in French, I'd recommend the French book, as
it describes more caves.
But otherwise this nice (if
overpriced) little book will serve to introduce you to some
of the classic caves of France.

An Illustrated Glossary of Lava Tube Features,
by Charles V. Larson, Vancouver, Washington; 1993. 56
pages softbound. $6.50 {Available from ABC Publishing,
13318 NE 12 Avenue, Vancoucer, Washington 98685. Add
$1.50 for shipping, or $2 for both this and the following
book.}

Proceedings of the Third International
Symposium on Vulcanospeleology, International
Speleological Foundation, Seattle; 1993. 132
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Charlie Larson has searched the English-language literature
on lava tubes and complied a glossary of about one hundred
terms that he feels describe distinct lava-tube features. His
booklet contains definitions of those terms, together with
cross-references to about nine hundred other terms that he
regards as unnecessary, redundant terms for the same things.
The booklet also includes 121 back-and-white photos that
illustrate many of the defmed features, as well as a
bibliography of over three hundred references.
An
abbreviated version of the booklet, containing only the main
glossary, appears in the Sixth International Symposium
volume included in this review. I don't imagine Charlie will
actually succeed in his effort to standardize the terminology,
but the effort is worthwhile. Anyway, the glossary and the
bibliography will be useful to students of lava tubes.
I have been harassing Bill Halliday about his word
"vulcanospeleology" for years, since it is what is known
technically as a barbarism, that is, a word made my
improperly combining Greek and Latin roots.

But he is unrepentant. The Third International Symposium
on Vulcanospeleology was held at the 1982 NSS Convention
in Bend, Oregon. The recently published proceedings
contains twenty-three papers and one abstract from that
symposium.
The Sixth International Symposium on Vulcanospeleology
was held in Hawaii in 1991, and its rather more timely
proceedings cOntains thirty-eight papers and five abstracts.
Bill Halliday was chairman of both symposia, and he has
done a good job of getting genuine papers, rather than just
abstracts, out of the speakers. Inevitably, a few of the
papers are the sort that present nothing much with full
academic regalia, but most of them are interesting
contribution to the literature on volcanic pseudokarst, which
includes not only lava tubes, but also various other sorts of
pits and fissures developed in volcanic areas, and these
volumes are the easiest way for American cavers to become
at least a little bit familiar with lava caves around the world.
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The

... and from the Western Provinces
Hi-Tech Conference
to be held in Austin
in the Fall

Ga lvesti on Grotto

Caving Club

4 z::>c-.

~~

Texas A & M University
Galveston, Texas
~e .Galveston Grotto is a University-sponsored
orgamzatlon for students and staff of Texas A&M University
at Galveston. It was originally founded in 1975 at the
University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston, but was
transferred to Texas A&M in 1990. While our Grotto is
sponsored by Texas A&M, it is still open to anyone who
wishes to participate in our functions. Meetings are held on
an irregular basis during the school year. As a campus with
a heavy influence in the biological sciences, most of our
members are interested in the conservation and exploration
of caves, and the unique environments that they represent.

Ou.r ~rotto is currently assisting the Texas Speleological
Association and the Texas Department of Parks and Wildlife
with their research project at Colorado Bend State Park.
This project is designed to enhance the appearance and
safet~ of the ne-:vly formed Colorado Bend State Park by
locatrng, explonng and mapping caves that could be
potentially hazardous to park visitors.
As a University-sponsored organization, we are required
to have an experiences sponsor. We have been fortunate
enough to have Dr. Tom Iliffe as our sponsor. He is a
biospeleologist currently conducting zoogeographic and
evolutionary studies on the fauna of marine caves. He is
also a freshman biology teacher here at Texas A&M
University ar Galveston. If you are interested in learning
more about our Grotto, please feel free to contact myself or
any of our club officers at the following numbers:

Most of caving is holes, mud, sweat, cliffs, muscle and
squeeze. It has not changed much since Noble's ancestors
were crawling around in caves tens of thousands of years
ago. A few things do change though. There are neat tools
that have been coming out recently that are of great interest
to cavers.
The caving community needs to have an annual hi-tech
conference that would be a clearing house for state-of-the-art
ideas and tools that might impact caving. I would like to see
developers, vendors, users, and idea mongers come together
to share and compare ideas. Some of the subjects that can
be explored are:

•
•
•
•

•
•

GPS systems
Communications (cave radios, cellular phones)
PC b~ed application programs (cave surveying,
rendenng, CAD, mapping, data-base, communications)
P~ hardware (scanners, modems, printers, plotters,
shde production, multimedia)
Infra-red technologies (cave-locating and photography)
Laser and sonic technologies

Don Williams, President
(409) 744-9419
Internet e-mail- wi0297@1amug3.1amu.edu

For the conference, I can supply a token-ring network with
a ~oss serv~r and 3-4 very beefy PCs, an HP 4 Si laserjet
pnnter, a Nikon Cool-Scan slide scanner, a HP Hex scanner
multimedia setups (CD-Rom, audio cards, and speakers):
lots of software (CorelDraw 4, Aldus Pagemaker 5, Adobe
Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Fractal Paint, WordPerfect,
Paradox, Access), a corporate hookup to CompuServe, an
overhead projector with an active-matrix LCD panel for
presentations and hopefully a large-format plotter and some
more toys by then. Between us, we can pull together a lot
of hardware and software to showcase new technologies and
tantalize one-and-all.

Cory Froelich, Vice President
(409) 762-3347
Internet e-mail- fr6266@1amug3.1amu .edu

This is still in the development stage, so please call or write,
or grab me at the Convention to brainstorm.

Correspondence may also be mailed to:
The Galveston Grotto
Attn: Don Williams
6315 Central City Blvd . # 807
Galveston, Texas 77551
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Mark Johnston
P.O. Box 1625
Lubbock, TX 79408
Work:
806-767-9500
Home:
806-798-2502
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Fees at Carlsbad Caverns
National Park to change
on June 1, 1994
Fees at Carlsbad Caverns National Park will change
effective June 1, according to Park Superintendent Frank J.
Deckert.
While visitors will still be able to take two self-guided
cave trips at the current rate of $5 for adults, the fee for
ages 6 through 15 will be reduced to $2.50, and new fees
will be charged for all ranger guided tours, including the
new King's Palace Tour.
Visitors taking the King's Palace Tour in addition to one
or both of the self-guided tours (through the natural entrance
or around the Big Room), will pay an additional fee of $5
for adults and $2.50 for ages 6 through 15. Other new
guided tour rates above the base fee for self-guided trips
include $4 for special trips into Carlsbad Cavern's Left Hand
Tunnel, and $12 for guided trips through the Lower Cave
and the Hall of the White Giant. The fee for ages 6 through
15 is half of the adult rate.

The fees for Slaughter Canyon Cave trips will also go up
to $8 for adults and $4 for ages 6 through 15, and Spider
Cave trips will be $12 for adults and $6 for ages 6 through
15.
Holders of Golden Age Passports, which are available to
U.S. citizens age 62 and over for a one time processing
charge of $10, receive a 50 percent discount on all park user
fees.
The new fees have been authorized under a •pee
Interpretation • program which allows the park to recover the
costs of providing special tours and services. This new
program will allow the park to offer additional tours of the
King's Palace as funds become available to cover the costs,
and as employment ceilings permit.
Superintendent Deckert stated that while it has always
been National Park Service policy to have users of special
services in the park pay for those services, the current
national emphasis on re-inventing government and seeking
a fair return on federally owned resources makes this an
appropriate time to implement the fee program. He also
stated that another major factor in setting up the new fee
program was a desire to provide better protection for the
Cavern from vandalism, which will be possible with the
guided tours and increased ranger presence in the Cavern.
[News Release from NPS dated 5/12/94]

Nao, SmQ\1 ploc~s d.oY1't bo-H-,er ""'e..,
but wha-t- reQfly 9 ds to me
~r~

spi dus,

)

Many thanks to the artist who mailed The Caver" several very
nice cartoons. We wish the anonymous donor would come forward
for a better recognlt1on .. ... but. keep them commlng .
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TRIP REPORTS
SPRING BREAK IN MEXICO
1994
By Robin Day

Twelve hardy souls, including myself spent one week
the beauties of Mexico during spring break. Our
expedition was led by Alex Villagomez and Katherine
McClure. Our experiences covered a wide range. We each
participated in full or in part in the following activities:
explo~g

~xploring on foot the villages and surrounding
Jun~les of Tamulpots, Aquismon, Xilitla, and

Tanmul.
Dropping Cepilla, climbing/wading through
San Nicolas cave, and enjoying the wonder of
Golondrinas.
The mountainous area where we camped was surrounded
by moi~t jungle. There had been several days of rain before
our arnval and a constant mist during all but the last two
days of our stay near Golondrinas.
. I now have a deeper understanding of problems caused by
rot." I had packed light with the expectation that my
thin clothes could be easily rinsed and dried. "Ha, ha. •
Though our camp was inside a covered stable, my clothes
refused to dry even after three days of hanging in open
space.. We began to joke about dry clothing being
undesirable anyway since it wicked away too much of the
jungle moisture from your skin.
"J~gle

Cepilla
Our caving pleasures began with Cepilla. Mud covered
weave together down a steep hill forming the trail to
Cepi.lla. The main trail stretches from Tomalpots to
Aquismon. One small branch-off takes you up the hill to the
crest of Cepilla. A clump of bushes in a field mark the 30foot diameter entrance but cloud cover and dense trees made
the bottom ?f the pit difficult to spot. Entering the pit is
somewhat difficult. One can choose between straddling over
a large tree root or swinging out on rope over the open pit.

usage and allow for one shirt to be sent down to a chilled
caver. (I will cherish the rope burned sleeves forever.)
.Too ~n, it is time to leave. I approach my first tandem
chmb Wlth some nervousness. I watched the others climb
ten s~rokes to advance two. Rope stretch at this depth is
amusmg to watch and hell to experience. Try to take the
bottom position as the person on top spins a lot during the
bottom persons climb. I wondered how the rope would be
in Golondrinas.
.I don't know how long it took to reach the top. Those
With rope walkers moved much more quickly. The sun was
going down during my ascent. It was beautiful to watch the
walls become pocketed with shadows. At the top there was
some difficulty with the rebelay.
The ropes were
repositioned once I was off rope. The rebelay rope had
gotten tangled around the main rope. Night fall and tree
roots made it less visually obvious.
Looking back, this problem is amusing - at the time it was
not. Each time I tried to climb over the lip of the pit, I was
pulled back in by a heavy weight. Alex leaned over to see
what the problem was. He lifted me on rope a few times
while we tried to see what was wrong. He was amazed at
the weight, I'm sure. At the time we dido' t realize that each
of my moves on the rebelay rope was yanking my climbing
partner, Geoff Roese, several feet up and down. He didn't
mention it at the time since he didn't want to worry us
during our search to find the problem. Later he told me he
was quite scared. Once we were all out of the pit there was
a lot of laughing and sharing of experiences before we
started back down the long muddy path to our campsite.
San Nicolas

ston~

The 420-foot descent is marked by an abundance of deliferns: S~allows, few in number but great in spirit
cucle the mtenor. One member of our party was hit in the
back ~y a swallow. on the climb out. The bottom was rocky
and dim. Formations covered the walls. One third of the
cave's bottom is covered by a pool. Several small crawl
spaces surround the walls of the pit, but appear to go
nowhere.
~te

Time passed too quickly at the bottom. Several of us
began to chill. We used two-way radios to orchestrate rope
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Rain and poor road conditions postponed Golondrinas by
one day. Thanks to my jeep we were still able to search for
burros and rope carriers. Driving in those conditions was an
adventure in itself.
During our day's wait for weather conditions, we visited
the cave of San Nicolas. The trail began where two men
were constructing a basin to collect water. This was
appropriate since San Nicolas is a stream cave. A short hike
down a hillside, through a stream where someone was
bathing, and over a barbed-wire fence (just like Texas) led
to the 15-foot walk-in cave.
Lush ferns and moss covered rocks were everywhere.
The water was brisk and cool. Fish, crawfish and turtles
could be seen through the clear water. We saw several
creatures that looked like scorpions but lacked a hook on the
end of their curled tail.
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We waded and free climbed our way to a 30-foot waterfall
drop off. The better climbers in our party wound their way
down the steep wall beside the falls to a small passage below
the fall s. They explored 50 yards into the 3-foot crawl and
then returned to the cold wet crew waiting on top of the
fall s.
The cave is well decorated.
It is large by Texas
standards, though dwarfed in compari son with the
surrounding Mexico pits. It was truly a beautiful cave. The
sounds of moving water create the illusions of people talking
near by . We yelled to one another through most of the
passage. We hope to go back to continue exploring with the
help of rope.
Golondrinas
Nothing can prepare you for the size of this pit. Stories
and slides cannot describe this 1, 100-foot plus drop. I have
heard that it is the second largest free-drop pit in the world .
People have parachuted and hot air ballooned into it. Our
party would rappel. Though the day was bright, and the
entrance huge, the bottom could not be seen without the aid
of binoculars.
The entrance hole is several acres wide. Sharp ridges of
karst rise many feet off of the ground around the opening.
Poi sonous, stinging plants hide among karst splits wailing
for unsuspecting hands and ankles.
Hundreds of bright green parrots and dark swallows live
in the trees that grow from the walls of the pit. At dusk,
they sped in circular formation and nose-dived into the
opening . The sound is deafening . The blend of chirping
and beating wings went on for about an hour.
I had trained for months and felt physically ready to do
the drop. Mentally, I was awed by it's size. Once I viewed
it' s fearsome depth first hand . . . .I declined to enter. (Of
course I have plans to return.) It took about 15 hours for
six people to rig, drop, and climb out. We derigged the
following day. The bottom of the rope was scorched by the
heat of the racks once the cavers reached bottom. A
description of the inside of this natural wonder will have to
be done by one who was brave enough to enter this trip!
Wrap up.
The next morning our group split off to different ventures.
My party enj oyed shopping and card playing in Xilitla.
Geoff Hoese had several rousing games of "foosball" with
the local children.
Next we spent several hours hiking through the Bird
House, an outdoor maze built by Edward James. Some
described it as "being in a Salvador Dali painting". Later we
were soaking in the mineral springs of Taninul and sipping
marguerites .
The drive back to Texas was marked by two drug
searches (no seizures) and a ni ght sleepi ng at a roadstop in
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McAllen since a livestock show had filled all of the hotels.
We all had a wonderful week full of enough experiences to
make us check our calendars for time to return.

The SpeleoDeth Trip
Location: Virgin Cave, The Cavemacle
Date: September 25, 1993
Members: Larry Aguilar, Mike Huber, Kevin Glover, Ian
Scott
(Elizabeth Burggraf, Jason Holman)
We camped at the campsite at the Virgin Cave trailhead
so that we could get an early start. However, we reached
the cave entrance the next morning at 10 A.M. When Ian
tested his main light source in the entrance, he found that it
didn't work due to a broken wire. He was unable to repair
it so he used his second light source. He had just .enough
battery power for that light for this trip which was 14 hours
for him.
We rigged the 70ft. pit and went on to the Lake Room.
Elizabeth and Jason were not going to the Cavernacle, so
we guided them as far as the Lake Room. Ian, who had
never seen any of this cave, went with these two to Grunge
Hall for a quick look. As I listened to the oohs, aahs, and
wows from the next room, I thought about the near future.
Mike had told me something like, "It ain't easy. I won't lie
to you. Its real technical and difficult and on that 300 ft.
traverse there are not always places to put your feet and
hands." Oh well, I'll probably survive. Eventually, our
group of four set off for the decidedly harder section of the
cave. Somewhere back in the maze in a large boneyard
room, a deep fissure marks the pit and the way to the
Cavernacle. This room has several leads and a lot of rock
and breccia. Some of it is colored orange, red, and brown.
Mike, being trip leader, introduced us to the pit and we
dropped the rope.
This entire pit is supposedly more than 500 feet in depth.
It is known as the 4:00 Staircase. We rigged the 300 ft.
rope to this pit. Actually, Mike did a sort of magical rig
around a huge piece of breccia. He didn't wrap it around
the rock, but around the more easily reached portions of it.
It looked as if the rope could slip off and go right down the
pit if it decided to develop an attitude. Ian corrected this
slightly and then later looked around and pointed out one or
two much better choices. "Hey Ian, don't forget, this is
gonna be fun!" This pit is the beginning of a fissure which
the caver becomes very familiar with by the time he has
reached the Thanksgiving Room. The first rappel of 250
ft. is only the beginning of the difficulties. The pit lives up
to the Staircase part of the name very nicely, although my
legs are not that long. Dividing this fissure pit are two bolts
which we rigged to and used . Continuing down the fissure,
we landed on Thermometer Ledge. This ledge is about 20
feet long and 3 feet wide. Here the bolt traverse starts out
across the remaining depth of the pit.
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We started across in order of Mike, Larry, myself, and
Ian. The ropes are rigged there permanently. I watched
Mike start his traverse. The ropes disappear into the fissure
straight ahead and the Walls, two to four feet apart, are
straight without ledges. "Damn, we can't even use the walls
here. "Hey Ian, don't forget, we're having fun." It does get
easier, but not before it gets harder. Then later it gets
harder again. Mike used a pulley and said that he liked it.
The ropes are rigged with enough slack so that an ascender
is useful for gaining the next bolt which is usually five feet
above you. There are eight traverse sections with nine sets
of bolts holding them up. The total length of these is
supposedly 300 feet. Ninety percent of the time there is 200
feet or more of exposure beneath. Overhead it similarly
disappears into darkness. Rocks are wedged in the fissure
in places, but this is not common. Ian said he dislodged a
small rock and listened to it bounce from wall to wall as it
fell. He said he heard it a long time. Mike and Larry left
us behind in the fissure. They were up there somewhere,
still on rope. Ian quickly caught up with me and waited for
me to go ahead. "Damn, I must be slow".
At the end of the traverse, a rope descends from the last
bolts. The fissure also continues straight ahead. We
rappelled about 150 feet to a landing rock wedged in the
fissure. There were more bolts here. I noticed a single
glove on a very small ledge on this rappel. From here
another traverse line of about 50 feet continues on. From
above I hear, "What's it look like down there?" "Another
traverse", I say. Above I hear, "Oh, bloody hell" and a deep
sigh. "Don't worry. I can see the end of it." Below, the
fissure bottom comes up in a long ramp, the bottom of
which cannot be seen. The traverses' end meets the ramp
where there is an 80 ft. section of rope heading up the ramp
at 45 degrees. It looks like an easy slope. "Uhhh. My
ascender isn't moving up. What's wrong with this rope?!
Its not that muddy is it?" "I don't know. Is this 112" inch
rope?" says Ian. So I hand over hand it while I walk/climb
the slope. At the top the fissure narrows. The floor and
ceiling also come close together at the top of the
rope.
At this point, great relief is had, and some water. No
more ropes! Or was Mike mentioning some more handlines.
Walking passage alternates with crawling passage, all going
up. Aragonite is everywhere covering some stalagmites as
well. The fissure slopes continually upward at varying
angles and then passes through The Grinder. Right now,
this is an upslope, tight, slick crawlway. I'm told that it
used to be much worse. Grunt, wiggle, roll onto your left
side, strain, grunt, wiggle, pull. "Hey that wasn't so bad."
After The Grinder, the passage climbs up to the fissure's
end and comes out into the Thanksgiving Room. "Thank
God", In this big room, the fissure that has just allowed
access to this part of the cave continues up through the
ceiling of the room. To the right, as you enter, is a huge,
dark, muddy paleo pool and elsewhere here is aragonite
bushes, cave pearls, stalagmites, and boulders. Following
one of several leads, there is a 20 ft. rope climb which is
quickly followed by another 20 ft. rope climb.
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I get on rope just after Mike and use the handled Petzl
attached to my harness. About halfway up it is stuck.
"Damn mud." It won't move up and I can't take it off the
rope. Ian asks, "Are your Petzls good for 112 inch rope?"
"I think they are," I say. "I think you need to get some
jumars. " He hands me one of his which I switch to and
finish the climb. Larry comes up after and applies his
strength to the Petzl and it releases its hold. Continuing up
the next rope with the Jumar, I find another up rope - 60
feet this time. At the midpoint of the 60 ft. climb, where
the rope turns vertical, is a tall room. Here there is a lot of
flowstone, a mud filled paleo pool and an uphill flowstone
passage that quickly dead ends. For the last 30 feet of the
60 ft. climb, I use the Jumar plus a Petzl Croll on a foot.
"It seems to work fine- Why won't the other one? Damn
mud."
At the top of the rope, the Cavernacle entrance is in a
low depression. The rope runs over a large boulder covered
in breakdown and is anchored to a formation. Here, the
ropes truly end. The room towers overhead. There are two
tall columns in full view. The walls go up to another floor
level. The ceiling is usually 100 feet overhead. It is
difficult to see across this room because nothing is colored
white. Most of it is darkly colored. Huge stalagmites and
columns dominate the room and in between these, flowstone
covers the rest of the floor at steep angles. Climbing is
required in many places. Flagged blue/white trails go
everywhere around the room. One may walk a few steps
and then encounter a trail split. After a few more steps,
there will be another trail split. Most people have policed
themselves and kept to these trails. One of the lower
sections of the room is filled by a huge lake. Stalagmites
rise out of the lake to 15 or 20 feet above the surface.
Columns surround the lake and flowstone flows in on all
sides. Helictites abound here, like in other parts of the
cave. In places, they spring from the flowstone in mass
quantity.
What looks like a massive shield hangs from one ceiling
area. It could be 10 to 12 feet in diameter. In a cul-de-sac
near the Cavernacle entrance, everythinq becomes totally
white, the ceiling lowers to 10 or 15 feet and aragonite
bushes mingle with coralloid bushes, curtains, straws, and
stalagmites. Following the trail, I pass under low hanging
stalactites and over small stalagmites. "Neat draperies!", I
say. Mike says, "You're standing under it. Come on over
here and tum around." So I do. "Wow ..... Wow ... Wow!"
These stalactites hang from Diana's Shield, a six foot wide,
beautifully white, perfectly round shield covered on top with
helictites. Beneath the shield is a clear, blue pool.
We photographed the Cavernacle for a few hours. Mike
and I were the more serious about photos and Larry and Ian
wanted to leave. Ian's batteries were running low for the
trip outward. So we all agreed to take pictures until 7 P.M.
and then Ian and Larry would head out. At 7:30, Mike and
I would leave. All went well except Mike and I left at 8:00.
We did not delay and caught up with Larry and Ian at the
80 ft. handline. They all discussed who would derig the 300
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ft. rope on the 4:00 Staircase while I struggled my way
down the fissure and through The Grinder. It was Mike
and I, of course. Larry and Ian left and put some distance
between us and them. "I'm already tired and I have to do
thi s again? Hey Mike.
Quit holding out,
where's the elevator?"
Its m the Lunch
Room, Kevin.· Mike
goes ahead and I'm
last. At the top of the
150 ft . rope I stop at
the bolts, tum my light
off and rest. "Its dark
here ...... Am I still on
rope? Oh yea, I
my
am ..... Where's
pack? Oh there it is,
tethered beside me. •
In the distance, across
the traverse I hear,
Mike
"Wahooo" .
must be through the
traverse. I should get
moving.
Traverse,
Traverse, Traverse.
Damn, I wish the rope
would quit switching
Traverse,
walls.
Traverse, Traverse.
Where's the end?
Traverse, Traverse,
Traverse. I think I see
the end -unless its just
going around a comer.
No, its for real. Back
on Thermometer
Ledge. Just the 250
ft. rope climb to do.
Then it gets easier. At
the top, Mike is
waiting for me. "How
you feel?" "Hammered
sh--. Yeah, that's it. •
Mike, who was not
much better than me,
derigged the rope and
coiled it. The others
were about one hour
ahead of us. At that
time it was II P.M. I
carried the rope as far
as the 70 ft. entrance
pit. Neither one of us
c ould
d e al
with
tethering the rope on
our ascents. In fact,
we decided that the 300 ft . rope was going to spend the
night at the cave entrance. It belonged to Ian. We figured
he could get it in the morning. At the time it didn't seem
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like an unreasonable idea. "So Mike, how do you feel about
making another Cavemacle trip sometime?" We both
agreed that we would have to forget some of the pain
involved before we would want to go back. We reached the
cave entrance at
midnight and camp at
about 1 A.M.
As I write this trip
report, I feel the
Cavemacle calling me
back. In the back of
my mind, I hear the
voices of my companions echoing off
the .... whatever they
were echoing off of. It
was"dark in there.

The Cavemode In Virgin Cave
Eddy County, NlliN Mexico
Photo by Mike Huber
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men in the frog system climb.

TEXAS CAVERS
REUNION

What a wonderful weekend! Aaaaaiiieeeeee!!!

1993

Jay Jorden
OF COURSE I BROUGHT BACK-UPS,

About 400 Texans and visitors from as far away as
California, West Virginia and elsewhere converged on the
Hill Country for the 1993 Texas Cavers' Reunion. DallasFt. Worth cavers included Bobby Moore, Bob and Will
Obele, Barbe Barker and Dave "Cave" McClung, Donna and
Bruce Anderson, Ron Miller, "Danger" Don Metzner and
Janette, Rafael from Arlington and Jay Jordan.

WHAD'YA THINK I'M STUPID?
I'VE GOT FOUR IN THE
TRUCK!

As tradition holds, it was a magical weekend with many
grand reunions, star-studded nights - including Saturday
night with the Austin Lounge Lizards, all recording artists,
and a wimpy sound system - and swims in the Blanco
River.

During the 1994 Convention Committee meeting -one
of three .groups that had business to hash out during the
reunion - Charlie Loving and his OTR cooks won the bid
for catering the Howdy Party next June [That has since
changed. ED] Charlie showed off some of his talents with
the magnificent feed Saturday night that included barbecued
beef, chicken, turkey, pork, raccoon and some unidentified
roadkill; Tex-Mex fixin's; cole slaw; pasta; and other
succulent dishes. No one, assuredly, came away hungry!
Ron Ralph, the 1994 convention co-chair, received the
Golden Clipboard award at the presentation that night for
keeping the cooks so organized.
Dave "Cave" won third place in the men's 30-meter rope
climb with a time of 43 seconds! Bill Stephens of North
Texas Speleological Society was second with a time of 36.5
seconds.

LAVA TUBE
ICE CAVING

Word came that Ronnie Fieseler's dog, Rim Fire, may
have passed away.

Jay Jorden

Mike Warton was selling some incredible Wizard's Well
T-Shirts. Rafael won a Bill Liebman T -Shirt as a door prize
Saturday night. Mark Porter of Tarrant County also won a
T-Shirt. Pam Lynn of Austin nabbed a Norbert Casteret
classic "10 Years Under the Earth". Remember Terry
Holsinger? (Who Couldn't?) He won aT-Shirt, too.
Dakota Sid from Nevada City opened for the Lizards.
All during the awards presentation, crowds shouted,
"Lizzzards!!! • to get them onstage. One of their best songs:
"Put the Oak Ridge Boys in the Slammer (and Throw Away
the Key)". Another new ditty was about Jessica Rug-Rat,
"The Girl in the Well" . Another fav: "Life is Hardest
When Your Dumb •.
Ernie Garza's latest film as a matte photographer in
L.A.: "Solar Babies" and another "Solar" film. California
film producer Frank Binney got first place in the over-40
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The land of the Oregon Trail doesn't yield up its caves
easily. But Dave "Cave" McClung, Barbe Barker, a New
York caver and one from Illinois found two of them going
westward through Oregon. Dave had obtained directions to
one of the attractions of the 1993 NSS Convention
Guidebook, Trout Lakes Cave, and I asked for them as well.
Barbe and Dave, who were driving to Portland from
Pendleton after the convention in their rental car, were ahead
of our group -- also in a rental car and likewise returning to
Portland to catch flights.
Our destination was within Gifford Pinchot National
Forest, in the Trout Lakes area and in the shadow of Mount
Adams.
The first destination was New Cave, a 2,275-foot lava
tube located east of Peterson Prairie. It's described in the
convention guidebook as ''popular, graffitied'' and easy for
those who don't want to go past the east side crawls.
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When we arrived, we could hear "Taz," Barbe's dog,
yipping (and also Barbe!) They had arrived earlier and taken
the west passage and then popped out from another sinkhole.
We decided to go into the eastern, and more extensive, part
of the cave. After a few hundred feet, the ceiling dropped
down to a couple of feet or lower. Having no kneepads,
Barbe loaned hers. That made all the difference in the world
and I continued onward, going more than 1,000 feet to
another crawl. Along the way, I noted the interesting wall
features and passage cross-section. Lava tube caves have a
habit of soaking up all available light. I was burning two
lamps and still couldn't see very well. At one point in the
cave, I heard what sounded like a field mouse scampering
about.
The guidebook says the lava seal at the lower end is only
50 feet from Wildcat Cave in Klickitat County, described as
very hard to find. "Uptube (west) from the entrance is a
1, 100-foot section that is a real test of endurance: endless
huge mountains of breakdown to climb over until nearly the
end. The upper end is a large sinkhole; more caves are
beyond . "
Other cavers along on the trip were Bob Reardon of New
York State and Ed Lisowski of Illinois.
After Barbe and Dave had departed for their airport
rendezvous and we explored in New Cave, our second stop
was Ice Cave, a little farther west in the national forest.
Walking down the wooden stairs into this cave was like
entering a very large deep freeze. The lava acts as a "cold
sump", trapping the winter air and preserving any snow and
ice that happened to fall into its sink.
Many photos were taken inside this 650-foot-long, fourcave system. We began at the lowest entrance, stopping to
marvel at all the ice stalagtites and 'mites, with even some
columns and ice tlowstone! The lowest cave contains ice
year-round .
A bit of history: the cave was discovered by a settler in
1853. Additionally, part of the wagon road following the
original McClellan trail is visible at the south edge of the Ice
Cave campground. early German Swiss settlers of the Trout
Lake Valley made excursions on Sundays into Ice Cave. In
the 1860s, ice mined from the cave was shipped to Oregon
towns as far away as Portland by mule and boat.
About the cave, the Mount Adams Ranger District wrote:
"The ice cave was discovered at least 100 years ago and
provided ice for the towns of Hood River and The Dalles in
pioneer years. This well-known cave has four sections,
separated by three collapsed sinks about 15 feet in diameter
and 14 feet deep .
"The Forest Service has constructed a ladder leading to
the neve cone [upper part of a glaciere where the snow turns
to ice] beneath the main entrance of this lava tube glaciere
[a cave section in one of various rock types that trap cold air
and form ice.] Most visitors are aware only of the 120-foot
glaciere section that slopes southeastward from the ladder,
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but some penetrate the more constricted, sinuous 200-foot
passage leading west to another collapsed sink. The other
three sections of the tube, sloping downward from the west,
are generally overlooked. The total length of the cavern
passages is about 650 feet.
''The western, uppermost section of the cave is a low,
rather unremarkable pssage about 150 feet long. It is the
widest part of the cave system, and is floored with smooth
lava. On the north side of the sink, at its lower end, is a
short, broad, low passage from which another lava flow
entered the tube.
''The next section, to the east, is about 100 feet long and
15 feet wide. It is the only section of the cave where one
may stroll from one sink to the next, despite the irregular
breakdown on the floor.
"Between the sink at the lower end of this section and
that at the upper end of the 'main' section, the tube divides
into two smaller tubes about 60 feet long and five feet high.
The straight southern branch is an almost perfect tube. After
becoming lower in interior height, the tubes rejoin beneath
the debris-blocked upper western entrance sink of the 'main'
section.
"Near the base of the ladder, at the east end of the
'main' section, a small opening in lava talus leads to the
low, arched, oval Crack Room. Its floor is a flat lava
surface interrupted only by small contraction fissures. In a
tapering recess farther up this main section of tube is a fine
lava span or natural bridge.
"The lower, eastern end of this cave acts as a trap,
retaining heavy cold air that settles into the cave in winter.
There is no active circulation of air in this part of the cave.
Much seasonal melting occurs, but an ice floor, a few
stalagmites, and large drip masses of ice apparently persist
throughout the year and refreeze in October or November."
Just thinking about snow in August is almost more than
a Texan can stand!

CAVE RESCUE

(Collect) 210-686-0234
The 1994 NSS Convention Committee
wishu to thank every Texas Caver
who has given his or her time, energy and
money toward making NSS '94
one of the hut National Conventions ever.
Everyone is a winner.
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MELVINS BAT CAVE
San Saba County, Texas
Pat Copeland
January 30, 1993
Chistie BeMett, Javier Trevino, Pat Copeland

The day turned out to be beautiful and Javier and Christie
wanted to get outside. So, after lunch we drove out to hunt
for caves. It was great to be with friends and out in such as
beautiful part of the country. The day was perfect!
We found several holes and one of them was Melvin's
Bat Cave. We checked to see if it was still plugged up. To
our surprise, it had opened up. The group wanted to check
it out but, since no one knew where we were and we needed
to be back at the TSA meeting and the '94 Convention
planning meeting, we drove back to town about 4:30PM.
January 30, 1993
James Loftin, Lacey Loftin, David and Dale Pearson, Tom Kaler, Christie
BeMett, Javier Trevino, Pat Copeland

Everyone piled into my little silver pickup and headed for
the cave.

Lacey found some beautiful formations in an alcove. There
were soda straws, small bacon, and lots of stalactites which
were dripping. We called this small room Lacey's Crystal
Room. She was doing most of the leading in the crawlway
until she came to a small one, then James took over. In his
usual manner, he made it big enough for the rest of us
(mainly my big behind ... the others were smaller). The
passage went for a long way and eventually pinched out.
We backtracked and checked out the main room, but
decided to call it a night and to head back to camp. I think
everyone had a great time and I got to meet a new friend,
Tom Kaler.
Tom only lives about 30 miles from
Brownwood.

WHITEFACE CAVE
San Saba County, Texas
Pat Copeland
January 31, 1993
James and Lacey Loftin, David and Dale Pearson, Alan Cobb, Terry
Cohen, Pat Copeland

The day started off badly, as I had car trouble going to
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San Saba. With James and David's help ... I made it.
It was dark, but we found the cave and everyone went
down the 8 foot long, 3 foot wide crevice. It was about 7
feet deep. The narrow crevice leads to a small room with
some large wet formations, then down to another room about
30 feet long, 25 feet wide and with a very flat ceiling. One
can see a layer of flint all around the room. There are a
few formations. One was shaped like a huge egg that was
broken. It had crystals lined around the broken area.

We took off through a small crawl passage that soon
came to a small drop-down where we were able to stand up.
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Everyone gathered their gear from camping , put on their
caving clothes and headed for the cave. After leaving a
message for the rancher, we headed for the cave. Alan
rigged the rope for a hand line. We waited on the others,
but someone said James had gone to "count his money".
Boy!. . .it sure took him a long time!!! Later I told him I
knew what he was full off. Just joking, James. I went
down first to check out the drop, found it considerable wet
and slippery, and suggested to the others that they may want
to bring along a hand device for going up the slope. The
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slope was worse than I had ever seen it. However,
everyone made it down just fine and we decided to first go
down to the water. It had dropped 12 to 15 feet since I was
there last August. After a few pictures and a rest, we left
another marker to check on future development of the water
tabl e.

unusual for this bat to be found this time of the year and this
far north. He says that the bats are found in only three
caves in South Texas. They are mostly in South America
and Mexico.

James led the way back to the Big Room where we
crossed over the mountain of guano and down the
breakdown to Stalactite Hall . The formations were all
dripping and were very beautiful. All the rimstone dams
were full of water and had washed off most of the bat
guano.

Pat Copeland

Terry was relatively new to caving and, after this one, I
hope she keeps on caving. Terry , all the caves are not like
this one. This is a great cave if you want to really cave, get
dirty and tired. James and David were getting hungry. so we
all went back to Guano Hill. James took Lacey up, followed
by David and Dale. Alan, Terry and I sat and chatted.
Terry was next and she had some trouble, but Alan helped
her out safely . I left last and pulled the rope up for Alan.
I'm glad I finally got to cave with Alan for I'd heard so
much about him.
We changes clothes and headed to San Saba to Storm's
to have a burger. I hope everyone else had a good time,
too. It was a great day.

WEBB CAVE
Pat Copeland
February 13, 1994
Spence r Wooda, Pam Oczkowski, Christi McLe land, Martha Meacham,
Edd ie and Rachael Boyd, Doug Allen, Bill Ellioll, Will Rupley , Shelly
Oa kley, Mike Wartman , Pat Copeland

Gary Napper and Bob Burney drove out to the caves with
us, but dec ided to stay atop. It was great to see Bob come
out to the TSA functions other than Old Timers (next time,
we'll get him down in a cave). Maybe some of the others
will come out and help with getting Fort Clark ready for the
1994 NSS Convention. We can have fun and get work done
at the same time. Mike Walsh led us out to the cave and,
then, went over to talk with Happy Shahan.
Some people rappelled into the cave while the rest of us
went down through one of the non vertical entrances. The
cave has three or four openings. In May of last year Joel
King and I rappelled into the cave. When Spencer is in a
cave, he is as bad as James Loftin in looking into every
hole. Spencer, Pam, Christi , Rachael, Eddie, Shelly and Pat
were doing just that when we went up this big hill of guano
and into crawling passage. We came to some unstable rocks
covered with guano and dirt. The left hand passage led to
an area where there were many bats and we didn' t want to
disturb them. Someone went to find Bill Elliott so that he
could identify them.

ALAMO CAVE
February 13, 1994
Mike Wartman, Doug Allen, Spencer Woods, Pam Oczkowski, Rachael and
Eddie Boyd, Pat Copeland

After everyone exited Webb Cave, a few of us wanted to
go and explore another cave. Mike, Spencer, and Pam went
down the left hand chimney, where they found it sumped
with a pool of water and mud. Eddie, Rachael, Doug and
I went down the right hand chimney. We followed it 30 feet
where it went into a small pool of water, but I could see a
ledge just about four feet down. From there, it went into a
narrow chimney where Doug went down and found running
water. Mike and Spencer came to investigate further, but
they found it also sumped out.
This cave takes on a lot of water and is mainly a drainage
funnel cave. We all left the cave and walked around the
area looking for another cave, but didn't find a thing. I did
find a large nautiloid about eight inches long and one inch
wide. I called Mike over to verify my find and he agreed
that it was a coiled nautiloid in a surface rock.
We all decided that Mike was not coming back to get us,
so everyone but Mike drove back to Alamo Village. We
located Mike and he gave us a tour of how everything was
going to be arranged at the Howdy Party at the '94
Convention.
I'm really getting excited about the convention and hope
that others will become involved in some way. This is a
TEXAS Convention and Texans can make it one that will be
talked about for years to come.
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They were a tropical bat.. Mormosta-megalophylla,
sometimes called the Old Man Bat. Bill says that it is very
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